Bruch's membrane opening-minimum rim width (BMO-MRW) is a recently proposed structural parameter which estimates the remaining nerve fiber bundles in the retina and is superior to other conventional structural parameters for diagnosing glaucoma. Measuring this structural parameter requires identification of BMO locations within spectral domain-optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) volumes. While most automated approaches for segmentation of the BMO either segment the 2D projection of BMO points or identify BMO points in individual B-scans, in this work, we propose a machine-learning graphbased approach for true 3D segmentation of BMO from glaucomatous SD-OCT volumes. The problem is formulated as an optimization problem for finding a 3D path within the SD-OCT volume. In particular, the SD-OCT volumes are transferred to the radial domain where the closed loop BMO points in the original volume form a path within the radial volume. The estimated location of BMO points in 3D are identified by finding the projected location of BMO points using a graph-theoretic approach and mapping the projected locations onto the Bruch's membrane (BM) surface. Dynamic programming is employed in order to find the 3D BMO locations as the minimum-cost path within the volume. In order to compute the cost function needed for finding the minimum-cost path, a random forest classifier is utilized to learn a BMO model, obtained by extracting intensity features from the volumes in the training set, and computing the required 3D cost function. The proposed method is tested on 44 glaucoma patients and evaluated using manual delineations. Results show that the proposed method successfully identifies the 3D BMO locations and has significantly smaller errors compared to the existing 3D BMO identification approaches.
Introduction
Glaucoma is one of the major causes of blindness and it is estimated that the number of people with glaucoma will increase to 79.6 million in 2020 ( Quigley and Broman, 2006 ) . There are different procedures to assess the functional and structural deficits caused by glaucoma. Visual field tests are the clinical standard for monitoring functional change. Color (stereo) fundus photography and, more recently, spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) are two structural imaging modalities for monitoring the structural changes due to this progressive disease . In order to be able to monitor the glaucomatous structural changes occurring within the optic nerve head region, the cup- Beside the necessity of identifying BMO points for computing the BMO-MRW, the BM surface ending points also define the true optic disc boundary. The 3D imaging ability of SD-OCT machines showed that the disc margin (DM) from fundus photographs does not always coincide with the outer border of rim tissue, however, BMO, also referred to as the neural canal opening (NCO), is the true outer border of rim tissue (optic disc boundary) which remains unaltered during intraocular pressure changes due to glaucoma Reis et al., 2012 ) . Hence, considering the inherent subjectivity and required time for manual delineations, in order to be able to identify the true optic disc boundary and compute the structural parameter BMO-MRW automatically, having a reliable automated approach for segmentation of BMO points is of great desire.
Various approaches have been employed for segmenting the optic disc from SD-OCT volumes including pixel-based classification methods Abràmoff et al., 2009; Miri et al., 2013 ) , model-based approaches ( Fu et al., 2015 ) , and graph-based approaches ( Hu et al., 2010; Miri et al., 2015 ) , among which some techniques are also utilized for segmenting the optic disc from fundus photographs Cheng et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2007; Yin et al., 2011; Lowell et al., 2008; Chràsteka et al., 2005; Merickel Jr et al., 2006; 2007; Zheng et al., 2013 ) . The approaches that attempted to segment the BMO from SD-OCT volumes mostly focused on 2D segmentation of BMO points. For instance, the works in Hu et al. (2010) and Miri et al. (2015) focused on segmenting the 2D projection of BMO points, while Fu et al. found the BMO points from a number of individual 2D B-scans and fitted an ellipse to the points to obtain the complete ring-shape BMO segmentation ( Fu et al., 2015 ) . The method proposed by Belghith et al. also segments BM surface and BMO points from each radial slices independently and then an elliptical shape is utilized as a prior to estimate the curve that best represent the BMO points ( Belghith et al., 2014; 2016 ) .
Our proposed method in Antony et al. (2014) was the first step towards directly obtaining a 3D segmentation, where we presented an automated iterative graph-theoretic approach for segmenting multiple surfaces with a shared hole. The method was applied to segment the junction of the inner and outer segments (IS/OS) of the photoreceptors and the Bruch's membrane (BM) surfaces and their shared hole (i.e. BM opening). This method needs an initial 2D segmentation of BMO points, which is obtained from a 2D projection image, using a method similar to the existing 2D approaches ( Hu et al., 2010; Miri et al., 2015 ) . The corresponding z -values are identified by projecting the 2D segmentations onto the BM surface. Since the layer segmentation around the ONH region is not precise, the computed z -values are not always accurate. In order to allow for correcting the z -values, an iteration phase was added to the method within which the z -values along with new layer segmentations are identified as part of the proposed surface + hole method. The updated layers produces a new 2D projection image from which an updated 2D BMO segmentation is obtained and the iterations continue. This surface + hole approach was shown to be more accurate than existing 2D approaches; however, the presence of externally oblique border tissue ( Reis et al., 2012 ) , which attaches to the end of BM surface and appears very similar to the ending point of BM surface sometimes confuses the algorithm and causes continuing of its iterative search on the border tissue such that instead of the end of the BM surface, the BMO is identified on the border tissue.
Correspondingly, the purpose of this work is to address the limitation of our previous approach by eliminating the iteration phase and presenting an automated machine-learning graph-theoretic approach that segments the BMO points as a 3D ring in radially resampled SD-OCT volumes. More specifically, similar to our previous approach, a 2D initial segmentation is obtained using a graphtheoretic approach. The volume in the z -direction is downsampled to achieve an isotopic grid and an estimated 3D location of BMO points is computed by projecting the ( r, θ ) pairs onto the BM surface. Instead of defining a mathematical model for BMO points, which is not feasible as they appear differently even in slices corresponding to a single subject, we learn the intensitybased attributes of BMO points a priori. In particular, based on a random-forest classifier trained using BMO intensity models, the likelihood of each voxel being a BMO point is generated. The inverted likelihood map will serve as the cost function for finding the 3D BMO path using a shortest-path approach. The final BMO segmentation in the original image resolution is obtained by refining the z -coordinates using a similar approach as used to find the BMO path within the downsampled volume.
Methods
The overall flowchart of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2 . The four major components of the proposed method are: 1) a preprocessing step including transferring the SD-OCT volumes to the radial domain and segmenting intraretinal surfaces ( Section 2.1 ), 2) identifying the 2D projected locations of the BMO points using a graph-theoretic approach ( Section 2.2 ), 3) computing a cost function for identifying the BMO 3D path using a machine-learning approach ( Section 2.3 ), and 4) identifying the 3D location of BMO points (as a 3D path within the SD-OCT volumes) using a shortest path method ( Section 2.4 ) and refining the path in the z -direction ( Section 2.5 ).
Preprocessing
In the preprocessing step, the SD-OCT volume is transferred to the radial domain and the intraretinal surfaces that are needed for identifying the BMO points are segmented. If the original SD-OCT volume in the Cartesian domain is represented by I ( x, y, z ), the radial volume I R ( r, θ , z ) is obtained using bilinear interpolation of the original volume with angular precision of 1 °. The radial transformation is performed because the BMO points are more obvious in the radial volume than in the original SD-OCT volume where BMO points are less obvious in the slices close to the upper/lower part of disc boundary and are not present in the slices that do not intersect with optic disc ( Fig. 3 ). With such a transformation, there are two BMO points in each radial slice and unlike the original domain, Bruch's membrane opening has a stiffer shape especially in the rdirection (i.e. displacement of the BMO points in between slices in the r -direction is minimal). This property will be used later as a constraint for the graph-theoretic approach in Appendix A.2 and Section 2.4 . Once the radial volume is created, intraretinal surfaces are segmented from the radial volume using a theoretical multi-resolution graph-based approach Lee et al., 2010 ) . Specifically, the intraretinal surface segmentation problem is transformed to an optimization problem with a number of specific constraints and the goal is finding a set of feasible surfaces with the minimum cost, simultaneously Garvin et al. (2009) . Lee et al. (2010) proposed a multi-resolution approach for executing the algorithm which speeds up the segmentation. We employed this method for segmenting three intraretinal surfaces from the radial volumes: the first surface is called the internal limiting membrane (ILM), surface two is located at the junction of the inner and outer segments of photoreceptors (IS/OS), and surface three, called Bruch's membrane (BM) surface, is the outer boundary of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). These surfaces are segmented because (1) the ILM surface will be used as a constraint for finding the 2D and the 3D BMO path as well as computing BMO-MRW, (2) IS/OS and BM surfaces will be used for creating the radial projection image, and (3) the BM surface also will be used for identifying the estimated 3D location of the BMO points. Since the RPE-complex, bounded by IS/OS and BM surfaces, does not exist inside the ONH, the surface segmentations corresponding to the second and third surfaces are not meaningful inside the opening. Hence, the second and the third surfaces are interpolated inside the ONH opening which is approximated by a circle larger than the typical size of the ONH opening (1.73 mm radius) and centered at the center of the ONH ( Miri et al., 2015 ) . Use of interpolated surfaces within this circle is beneficial for computing a projection image (discussed in the next paragraph) with a visible interface at the projected BMO locations ( Hu et al., 2010 ) . The lowest point of the ILM surface is considered as the approximated center of the ONH ( Fig. 4 a) .
The radial projection image is created by averaging the intensities of the RPE-complex (the sub-volume between the blue and yellow surfaces in Fig. 4 a) in the z -direction ( Fig. 4 b) . In particular, the intensities of the sub-volume bounded by 15 voxels (29.3 μm) above the second surface and 15 voxels below the third surface are averaged in the z -direction and the resulting projection image is reformatted such that radial and θ values appear on vertical and horizontal axes, respectively and the BMO projection path appears as an approximately horizontal boundary ( Fig. 4 c) .
Identifying 2D projected location of BMO endpoints
In this section, an initial 2D segmentation of BMO points is computed using a graph-theoretic approach. Since the method has similarities with our previous work reported in Miri et al. (2015) and for the sake of clarity and space, only a brief summary of the approach is presented here. The differences between the approach utilized in this work and our work reported in Miri et al. (2015) is that the 2D cost function for segmenting the projected BMO points in this work does not include region terms and in addition to the hard boundary smoothness constraint, a shape prior constraint is also enforced when BMO projection points are identified. More details of this step are mentioned in Appendix A .
The 2D BMO points are identified in the form of a path within the radial projection image ( Fig. 4 c) . The cost function associated with the graph-theoretic approach includes an edge-based (aka onboundary ) cost function which contains the information regarding the unlikelihood of pixels locating on the BMO 2D path. This cost function is computed by applying an asymmetric 2D Gaussian derivative filter to a vessel-free projection image. The vessel-free image is obtained by applying Haar stationary wavelet transform (SWT) to the radial projection image and removing blood vessels using modification of SWT coefficients.
Since the BMO 2D path appears as a very smooth horizontal boundary in the radial projection image, we utilize the graphtheoretic approach in Song et al. (2013) to incorporate the shape prior information in the graph-theoretic approach where deviations from the expected shape of the BMO 2D path are penalized using a convex function (here a quadratic function is utilized). Therefore, the total cost of the BMO 2D path consists of an edge term and a shape term.
Finally, the 2D BMO locations are projected onto the BM surface to obtain an approximation of the 3D BMO to be used in subsequent steps.
Computing machine-learning-based 3D cost function
We propose to formulate the problem of identifying the BMO points as finding a minimum-cost path within an SD-OCT volume ( Section 2.4 ). The cost of the path is minimized with respect to a cost function which consists of two terms: the node cost, C V , includes information regarding the similarity of each node to a BMO point and the edge term, C E , controls the smoothness of the path. In order to compute the 3D cost function ( C V ) for more precisely identifying the 3D BMO locations, a machine-learning based approach is utilized. First, to obtain an isotropic grid, the radial OCT volume is downsampled in the z -direction to reflect its physical resolution such that the size of each pixel in the r − z plane changes from 30 μm × 2 μm to 30 μm × 30 μm. For each subject in the training set, a set of intensity-based features are extracted from each BMO location. An intensity model of BMO (referred to as the low-resolution PCA model as the features are computed from a downsampled volume) is created from the extracted features using principal component analysis (PCA). In order to train a random forest ( Breiman, 2001 ) classifier, the same set of intensity- based features are extracted from BMO points (positive) as well as non-BMO points (negative) and projected to the low-resolution PCA model. The classifier computes the probability of being a BMO point for each point in the vicinity of estimated 3D BMO locations (explained in Section 2.3.2 ) for subjects in the test set. The inverted probability map will serve as the 3D cost function of the shortest path method for identifying the 3D BMO locations ( Section 2.4 ).
Computing 3D PCA-intensity BMO model
In order to compute the 3D low-resolution intensity model of the BMO, three types of intensity features are computed at each BMO point: 1) neighborhood intensity profile (NIP), 2) steerable Gaussian derivatives (SGD), and 3) Gabor features. Since the radial OCT volumes are created by sampling the original OCT volume in a circular pattern ( Fig. 3 b) , the first and last slices are considered as neighbors during feature extraction. The low-resolution PCA intensity model consists of a number of PCA-based models created from each feature category. Before feature extraction, the intensities of the radial OCT volume are linearly normalized to the [0, 255] (i.e., mapping the minimum intensity to 0, the maximum intensity to 255, and scaling linearly between) interval such that the intensity scale throughout the dataset is consistent.
The NIP feature provides information regarding the 3D intensity profile of the query point's neighborhood. NIP features are computed using a mask ( Fig. 5 ) of size 9 × 9 × 3 within which 48 neighbors around the query point in each of current, previous, and next slices are marked (a total of 144 features). The 48 neighbors are inspired by the positions of offsets used in the FAST-ER corner detector ( Rosten et al., 2010 ) . The differences of the query point's intensity and the intensities of its 144 neighbors are computed to learn the 3D intensity profile around a BMO point. 
As depicted in Eq.
(1) , the derivative is taken only in the r − z plane, however, in order to incorporate the 3D contextual infor-mation, the SGD filters are designed in 3D to integrate information from neighboring slices as well. A set of Gabor filters ( Grigorescu et al., 2002 ) extract localized frequency information (i.e. textural information) from the region of interest. The Gabor filters are represented as:
where σ , γ , λ, φ, and ψ are the scale, spatial aspect ratio, wavelength, orientation, and the phase offset, respectively. Since the Gabor filters are symmetric, the filter bank includes 6 scales and 6 orientations of σ = { 0 . 5 : 0 . 5 : 3 } and φ = { 0 • , 30 • : 179 • } . The wavelength ( λ) was set to σ /0.56 as this corresponds to a halfresponse spatial frequency bandwidth of one octave. The spatial aspect ratio and the phase offset were set to γ = 1 and ψ = 0 • , respectively. Once the intensity features are extracted from the BMO points, in order to reduce the dimensionality of the feature set (144 NIP, 72 SGD, and 36 Gabor features), PCA was utilized to create 13 PCAbased intensity models by retaining more than 90% of the variation in each category. The PCA-based intensity models consisted of 1 NIP model, 6 SGD models corresponding to the 6 different scales used for creating SGD filters, and 6 Gabor models corresponding to 6 scales of Gabor filters.
Classification
As mentioned earlier, a random forest classifier is employed for computing the 3D cost function ( C V ). For training, the search region is limited to a small vicinity of each BMO point which is the region inside a donut defined by two ellipses centered at each BMO location. It is known that BMO always locates below the ILM surface; hence, if any parts of the search region fall above the ILM surface, they are excluded for feature extraction (e.g. the shaded region in Fig. 6 a) . The area inside the smaller ellipse represents the inherent subjectivity of manual delineation for identifying a BMO point and the positive class members are selected from this region. Since the training set is highly skewed (i.e. only one BMO point exists in each search region) and to reflect the inter-observer variability, we consider each BMO point along with its 4-neighborhood pixels as positive class (a total of 5) and randomly sampled 20 points from the search region (the area between the outer and inner ellipses) to represent the negative class ( Fig. 6 a) . The purpose of the inner ellipse is to prevent sampling the negative class from inside this region. Note that the inner ellipse is drawn a bit larger than its actual size in Fig. 6 a for illustration purposes. The appropriate size of the search region was computed in the training set such that in addition to the manual delineation (true BMO locations), an estimated 3D location for each BMO in the training set was computed by projecting the 2D location (i.e. ( r, θ )-values) of each BMO point (that obtained in Appendix A.2 ) to the BM surface. The estimated and true locations of BMO points were compared to obtain the range of estimation error. The radii of outer ellipse were computed such that more than 99% of the estimated BMO locations were included in the search region ( r big = 300 μm , r small = 120 μm ). The radii of the inner ellipse were set to r big = 90 μm , r small = 45 μm .
The same set of intensity features that were used for creating the low-resolution PCA model were extracted for both classes. The features were projected to the low-resolution PCA model using their corresponding eigenvectors. The number of trees was set to 500 and the number of variables available for splitting at each tree node was set to square root of total number of predictors (28 NIP, 12 SGD, and 21 Gabor → # predictors = 8 ). For testing, in order to locate the search region, which is an ellipse with the same size as the outer ellipse of the donut used for training, we need an estimation of the BMO location. Similar to Section 2.2 were projected to the BM surface (the yellow surface in Fig. 6 b) to estimate the corresponding z -values. All voxels inside the search region in the testing set are potential candidates for being a BMO point ( Fig. 6 b) . Hence, the intensity features are extracted for all points inside the search region and projected to the low-resolution PCA model using their corresponding eigenvectors.
The RF classifier computed the probability of being a BMO point for all voxels inside the search region to generate the 3D likelihood map. The inverse ( 1 − p) of the likelihood map ( Fig. 6 c) was utilized as the node cost, C V , in the total cost function of finding the 3D BMO path. This means assigning lower costs to nodes with higher likelihood of being a BMO point.
Identifying the 3D BMO path using dynamic programming
The problem of finding the BMO 3D path is formulated as a shortest-path problem. Here, the goal is to find a path with minimum cost that satisfies a set of constraints. Note that for constructing the graph, we rearrange the radial OCT volumes of size 200 × 180 × 1024 to have size of 100 × 360 × 1024 such that there is one BMO point in each slice. The purpose of rearrangement is that in the rearranged radial volume the BMO points appear as a closed loop path in 3D and it allows us to model the problem as finding a shortest path within the rearranged radial OCT volume. The 3D node cost ( C V ) also undergoes the same rearrangement to match its corresponding OCT volume. Assume that a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G(V, E) is constructed from the radial volume R of size R × Z × with non-negative edge and node costs and we want to find the BMO locations as a minimum-cost 3D path P = { V P , E P } within G. Each voxel in the volume is represented by a node in the graph; hence, the number of nodes in the graph, | V |, is equal to the number of voxels in the volume. Each node is connected only to its neighbors (i.e., the feasible nodes in the subsequent slice).
As there is only one BMO endpoint in each slice, the nodes in the same slice are not connected to each other. The neighboring constraint in the r -direction and z -direction are r = 2 and z = 1 , respectively which means the neighborhood of each node is a 3 × 5 rectangle in the next slice such that there is an edge between the node and its neighbors ( Fig 7 ) . The neighbors of each node in the subsequent slice is specified according to the maximum variations of BMO paths in-between slices in the training set. Additionally, since the BMO path is a closed circular path in the Cartesian domain, we need to ensure that the computed shortest path is a closed loop (i.e., the first and last radial slices are considered as adjacent slices). There are two types of costs in the graph: edge costs and node costs. The edge costs are responsible for smoothness of the path and they penalize the deviations from the BMO location in the previous slice. The penalizing function in r -direction is f r = (r θ 1 − r θ 2 ) 2 and in the z -direction it is f z = z θ 1 − z θ 2 which generates the following edge weights for all neighborhoods: Since the BMO path has a smaller variation in the r direction than in the z direction, the penalty for variation in the r direction is heavier (quadratic function) than in the z direction (linear function). The cost of the edge ( u, v ), C uv , connecting nodes u = (z u , r u , θ u ) and v = (z v , r v , θ v ) is obtained by adding the weights (assuming W r and W z elements are expanded at −2 : 2 and −1 : 1 in r and z directions, respectively) as follows:
Hence, the total cost of a feasible BMO path is as follows:
where C V is the 3D node cost computed by the random forest classifier in Section 2.3.2 and 0 < β < 1 (set to 0.15 empirically) determines the importance of edge cost with respect to the node cost. In order to reflect the anatomical information that the BMO can touch the ILM surface but never pass it, the nodes in the search region that fall above the ILM surface are not considered as neighbors of any node in the graph (i.e., there is no edge connecting them to any other nodes). In order to compute the minimum-cost shortest path through the constructed graph, a dynamic programming (DP) approach is utilized. In order to solve the problem using DP we need to define the subproblem and the recursive formulation to solve the problem as well as the base case. Suppose we add a dummy node, s , and we connect all nodes in the first slice to s using identical zerocost edges. Now the problem becomes to find the minimum-cost path from s to any node located in the last slice (the enforcement of circularity constraint will be explained later). We know that if s u v is a shortest path from s to v , this implies that s u is a shortest path from s to u , as well; otherwise if there were a shorter path between s and u we would obtain a better path between s and v by replacing the s u with the shorter path. But we assumed that s u v is a shortest path between s and v , so
we have a contradiction. Based on this idea, we define the subproblem. Let us assume OPT ( v, k ) is the minimum-cost path from s to node v in slice k , the recursive formulation for OPT ( v, k ) can be written as follows:
and the base case is
can be efficiently computed using dynamic programming by computing the values in order of increasing k . Here, the circularity constraint means that, assuming the first and last slices are adjacent slices, the path ends at one of the allowed neighbors of the starting node. In order to ensure that this condition is satisfied, we found all possible shortest paths that satisfied the circularity condition and picked the path with the minimum cost. More specifically, in order to enforce the circularity constraint, the following steps need to be performed:
1. Force the path to start at a specific node in the first slice and specify the allowed ending points (its neighbors) in the last slice (according to the smoothness constraints). 2. Find the minimum-cost path for the specified configuration of starting-ending points. 3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until all candidates in the first slice are examined. 4. Choose the path with the minimum cost among all the shortest paths as the 3D BMO path.
The enforcement in step 1 was performed by deliberately increasing the cost of all nodes in the search region of the first slice except for the starting node and repeating the same action for all nodes in the search region of the last slice except for the neighboring nodes.
Refinement of BMO path in the z -direction
The BMO path computed in Section 2.4 needs further refinement as the path was found in the downsampled (in the zdirection with 30 × 30 μm voxel size in r − z plane) volume. Processing the data initially in the isotropic grid was beneficial for easily setting up the smoothness/neighborhood constraints for graph construction, saving time and space for extracting the features, training the RF classifier, and finding the shortest path (especially for computing all possible shortest paths satisfying the circularity constraint). In order to obtain the BMO path in the original image resolution (30 × 2 μm voxel size in r − z plane), a similar method as used to find the BMO path in the downsampled volume was utilized. However, the search region for refinement was restricted such that it only consisted of those 15 voxels in the original resolution that corresponded to the BMO point found in the lower resolution. Therefore, as r -values were fixed during this step, the refined z -values were computed as a shortest path with the circularity constraint within a small 2D image of size 15 × 360 in Z × . The node cost computation procedure is similar to that of Section 2.3 . From the volumes in the training set, a new intensity model reflecting the intensity profile around the BMO in the original resolution was created (referred to as the high-resolution PCA model as the features are computed from the original resolution). The model was obtained using the same set of features as in Section 2.3.1 and applying PCA such that 90% of the variation in the feature set was retained. For training the RF classifier a 15-voxel length array around each BMO point in the z -direction was involved. The positive class (BMO) included the BMO point itself and the voxels right above and below it (in order to resemble the inter-observer variability) and the negative class (non-BMO) included the rest of the array (a total of 12). The intensity-based features of all points in positive and negative classes were computed and projected to the high-resolution PCA model and a separate random forest classifier, RF z , was trained utilizing the projected intensity features. The number of trees and variables to be randomly extracted at each decision split were set to 500 and the square root of number of features, respectively. Note that while the refinement of the BMO path occurs after computing the initial BMO estimate from the downsampled data, training this high-resolution classifier does not depend on the output of the first low-resolution classifier in any way and thus is trained independently.
As mentioned above, each BMO point (found in the lower resolution) contributes 15 voxels from the original resolution to the test set. The intensity-based features were computed for all points in the test set and projected to the high-resolution PCA model. The trained RF z classifier produced the likelihood map of each node being BMO. The inverted likelihood map served as the node cost in the graph construction. The graph
× 360 nodes and edges existed only between each node and its neighbors in the subsequent slice. The furthest neighbor of each node has at most d distance in the z -direction for which the d is computed from the training set. The edge weight increases ( Fig. 8 ) as the distance of neighbors becomes larger via the penal-
The final 3D BMO path was obtained by finding the shortest path with circularity constraint using the dynamic programming approach similar to that in Section 2.4 .
Experimental methods

Data
The training dataset includes 25 SD-OCT volumes centered at the optic nerve head that were acquired using a Cirrus HD-OCT device (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA) at the University of Iowa from the dataset in Abràmoff et al. (2009) . In this dataset, patients that met the definition of suspected glaucoma, open-angle glaucoma, angle-closure glaucoma, or combined-mechanism glaucoma were included. The size of each scan was 200 × 200 × 1024 voxels with a voxel size of 30 × 30 × 2 μm in the x − y − z direction. Similarly, the testing set includes 44 patients diagnosed with glaucoma suspect or open-angle glaucoma and optic nerve head (ONH)-centered SD-OCT volumes were obtained in one eye of each patient.
Reference standard
For the training set, the BMO points were marked on all radial B-scans such that one expert first traced the BMO points on the 3D SD-OCT volume with two additional experts providing corrections resulting in a final tracing that was the result of the consensus of three experts through a discussion. For the testing set, the BMO points were identified on 20 evenly spaced randomly-picked radial slices by consensus of manual delineations from three experts (a total of 40 BMO points for each subject). More specifically, the first slice was randomly chosen from the first 9 slices in the cube and the remaining 19 slices were evenly distributed with respect to the first slice. For instance, if the random number was 4 then the set of selected slices was { 4 , 13 , 22 , . . . , 157 , 166 , 175 } .
Experiments
As two independent datasets were available for training and testing purposes, the proposed method used the entire training set for creating the BMO models and training the classifiers and it was tested on the entire test set. The performance of the proposed BMO identification method (BMO proposed ) as well as our previous iterative method ( Antony et al., 2014 ) (BMO iterative ) were evaluated using the reference standard obtained on the 20 slices of each subject with manual delineation (BMO manual ). The signed and unsigned distances of automated BMO points with manual BMO points in the r -direction and z -direction, were measured separately. If the automated methods identified the BMO closer to the optic disc center, the sign of distance in the r -direction was positive. Similarly, if the automated BMO (BMO proposed /BMO iterative ) located below the manual BMO (BMO manual ), the sign of distance in the zdirection was positive. In addition, the distance of automated and manual BMO points in the r − z plane was measured. A paired ttest was utilized to compare the error measurements (a p -value < 0.05 was considered significant).
Furthermore, as enabling automated computation of the BMO-MRW measure was one of the major motives of our proposed method, this structural parameter was computed using the manual (BMO manual -MRW), the proposed method (BMO proposed -MRW) and the iterative approach (BMO iterative -MRW). The signed and unsigned differences of BMO proposed -MRW and BMO iterative -MRW with BMO manual -MRW (called the BMO-MRW error) were calculated and compared using paired t -tests with p -values < 0.05 being considered significant. The Pearson correlation as well as root mean square error (RMSE) of automated BMO-MRW measures with respect to the manual BMO-MRW were also computed. Zou's method for comparing two overlapping correlations based on two dependent groups ( Zou, 2007 ) was utilized to compare the Pearson correlations of BMO manual -MRW with BMO proposed -MRW and BMO iterative -MRW ( p -values < 0.05 were considered significant). Fig. 9 shows example results of BMO identification and BMO-MRW computation using the automated methods and the reference standard. For better visualization, only the central part of each B-scan is shown. The first row in Fig. 9 depicts an example that both automated methods successfully identified the BMO points. The second and third examples demonstrate how presence of the externally oblique border tissue causes erroneous BMO identification for the automated approaches; however, the proposed method is less affected than the iterative approach. The externally oblique border tissue attaches to the end of BM surface and resembles the BMO points which influences the automated methods. The last example demonstrates a case that the results of both iterative approach and the proposed method are affected by the presence of an ambiguous border tissue. In such cases, without using the 3D contextual information, it is very difficult (even for humans) to mark the exact location of BMO. Note that when there is no border tissue present, the iterative and our proposed methods have comparable performances ( Fig. 9 ) . The unsigned and signed BMO identification errors in the rdirection, z -direction, and r − z plane are reported in Table 1 . Note that the standard deviation values are computed over the averages of the subjects. Meaning that for each subject in the testing set the average of errors in the 20 slices (with BMO points manually marked on them) are computed and the standard deviation is computed over the averages of the subjects. Based on BMO identification errors, the proposed method outperformed our previous iterative approach ( Antony et al., 2014 ) in the z -direction, r -direction, and r − z plane ( p < 0.05). Similarly, the signed BMO identification error showed that the proposed method has significantly lower errors in the r -and z -directions than the iterative approach ( p < 0.05). The maximum unsigned BMO identification error in the rand z -directions and in the r − z plane for the proposed (iterative) method were 76.5 (148.5), 42.8 (92.4), and 85.1 (166.17) μm, respectively. Table 2 shows the measurements associated with the structural parameter BMO-MRW including unsigned and signed BMO-MRW error and RMSE. Based on the unsigned BMO-MRW error, the proposed method had a significantly lower BMO-MRW error than the iterative approach ( p < 0.05). Similarly, the signed BMO-MRW error showed that BMO proposed -MRW has significantly smaller bias than BMO iterative -MRW ( p < 0.05). The mean ± standard deviation of manual and automated BMO-MRW measures were 182.41 ± 86.07 μm (BMO manual -MRW), 184.46 ± 81.61 μm (BMO proposed -MRW), and 187.33 ± 88.51 μm (BMO iterative -MRW), respectively. The maximum unsigned BMO-MRW error of the proposed (iterative) method was 38.08 (75.10) μm. Furthermore, the proposed method had a smaller RMSE than the iterative approach for computing the BMO-MRW ( p < 0.05).
Results
The comparison of Pearson correlations of BMO manual -MRW with BMO proposed -MRW (0.992) and BMO iterative -MRW (0.980) using the method in Zou (2007) showed that the proposed method had significantly higher correlation with the reference standard than the iterative approach ( p < 0.05). Additionally, Fig. 10 depicts the Bland-Altman plots of BMO proposed -MRW and BMO iterative -MRW with respect to BMO manual -MRW where the tighter fit and Table 1 Unsigned and signed BMO identification error in the r -direction, z -direction, and r − z plane in μm (Mean ± SD). smaller error of the proposed method in computing the BMO-MRW are observable.
Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we presented a machine-learning graph-based approach for automated segmentation of Bruch's membrane opening from SD-OCT volumes. Our results showed that the proposed method successfully identifies the opening points of the BM surface such that it enables computing the structural parameter Bruch's membrane opening-minimum rim width (BMO-MRW) automatically. The proposed method first identifies the estimated location of BMO points by finding the BMO projection locations using a similar graph-theoretic approach reported in Miri et al. (2015) with incorporation of shape prior and mapping them onto the BM surface. The estimated 3D locations were then utilized to more precisely find the 3D BMO loop by formulating the problem as computing the minimum-cost path within the 3D volume using dynamic programming. We learned the intensity-based attributes of BMO points (in the form of PCA models) using a random forest classifier which computed the cost function needed for identifying the minimum-cost path.
To the best of our knowledge, our previous iterative graphtheoretic approach ( Antony et al., 2014 ) was one of the first noncommercialized approaches reported for identifying the 3D BMO points automatically that included incorporation of 3D context. A graph-theoretic approach was utilized for identifying the initial 2D segmentation of BMO points, and while the ( r, θ ) pairs kept unchanged, we looked for the corresponding z -values as the hole within a 3D surface. Upon finding the 3D BMO locations as part of the surface + hole method, a new radial projection image was created from which the updated 2D locations were identified. This iteration was repeated until convergence. While use of 3D context has advantages over other strategies that independently search for the BMO in each slice, in this paper, we aimed to improve our previous method by removing the iterations and eliminating the two-step identification of the ( r, θ ) pairs and z values and instead, finding the ( r, θ , z ) coordinates as part of a 3D loop in a single run.
The other limitation of our previous work was that in the presence of externally oblique border tissue ( Reis et al., 2012 ) , the iterations would continue to search for the BMO point along the anterior surface of the border tissue. The presence of externally oblique border tissue confused the algorithm and caused the algorithm to find the BMO point on the border tissue instead of at the end of the BM surface. The presence of externally oblique border tissue was definitely one of the main reasons for the large positive signed border positioning errors of the prior iterative method reported in Table 1 . For instance, the three outliers in Fig. 10 a are illustrating errors in measuring BMO-MRW caused by large errors in identifying the exact location of BMO points due to the presence of externally oblique border tissue (EOBT). With these three subjects removed, our proposed approach still has significantly better results (compared to our previous iterative method) when considering the BMO identification error; however, the BMO-MRW error measurements, while still better (i.e., smaller) using our proposed approach, were no longer significantly better. To better understand these results, it is important to remember that BMO-MRW errors (with the BMO-MRW being a measure that reflects the minimum distance from the BMO to the ILM surface) is only an indirect measure of the BMO segmentation quality, whereas the BMO position error is a much more direct measure. The issue of the presence of border tissue was addressed in the proposed method to a certain extent by preventing the deviation from the expected shape of path using the penalizing edge weights.
The penalizing weights not only helped with avoiding the border tissues, but they were also effective in dealing with the vessels shadows. Unlike a typical BMO point locating at the end of a bright band, co-localizing a BMO point with a blood vessel causes the BMO point to be located inside a dark region ( Fig. 11 ) . Presenting the penalizing weights helped the BMO path to keep the natural trend of the BMO trajectories in the volume and not deviate from the expected shape of the BMO path. However, it must be noted that setting up high penalizing weights is not the solution for the issues of presence of border tissue and blood vessel shadows. The reason is that even though higher penalizing weights leads to a stiffer BMO path with minimal variation in the r -and z -directions; there are cases that the BMO path must be capable of following the "true" natural translation of the BMO points throughout the volume. Hence, there is a trade off between being capable of dealing with the presence of border tissue and blood vessel shadows and following the true displacements of the BMO path throughout the volume.
Additionally, the issue of the presence of border tissue and the blood vessels were also dealt with in identifying the 2D location of the BMO points. This was performed by enforcing the prior shape constraint in the r -direction during applying the graph-theoretic approach. Identifying an accurate 2D location of BMO points is important as it leads to a better estimated 3D location which requires smaller search region to find the actual BMO point. The size of the search region was computed based on the accuracy of estimated 3D BMO points in the training set. Shrinking the searching area decreases the BMO point candidates and reduces the size of the graph to be solved.
Furthermore, having 180 radial slices (because of dense sampling with angular resolution of θ = 1 • ) enables us to rely on 3D contextual information with more certainty. Meaning that the BMO path has smaller variations in between slices in the r and z directions; hence, smoothness constraints ( r and z in Fig. 7 ) , which determine the allowed neighborhood of each node in the graph, become tighter. This is beneficial in dealing with situations where a BMO point colocalizes with a blood vessel shadow or in the presence of EOBT as the BMO path has a small allowed variation and this prevents from being deviated from the actual path and producing large errors. In contrast, the standard radial slices that are available from using protocols with 24 slices (angular resolution of θ = 15 • ), such as those used in Reis et al. (2012) and , would require looser smoothness constraints and smaller weights for penalizing functions ( Eq. (4) ) to be capable of following possibly larger variations of BMO points in the r and z directions. The looser smoothness constraints and smaller penalizing weights might be less effective in dealing with blood vessel shadows and/or the presence of EOBT. When considering other protocols, if there is enough information in the y direction (i.e. enough number of B-scans) in the Cartesian domain such that extracting a radial volume with sufficient number of radial slices (i.e. sufficiently small angular resolution) becomes feasible, then our proposed method can be considered for identifying the BMO points from the SD-OCT volume to best take advantage of 3D contextual information. Our proposed method was mostly implemented in (nonoptimized) MATLAB with the exception of the radial surface segmentation and 2D projected BMO identification steps that were performed in C ++ . We utilized a 64-bit Operating System with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 3.70GHz and 64.0GB memory. The method takes approximately 30 to 40 min to complete. The most time consuming part of the proposed method is enforcing the circularity constraint on the BMO path using dynamic programming as explained in Section 2.4 . Since the runs that are needed to be performed in order to find the minimum-cost path with circularity constraint are completely independent from each other, they could be performed in parallel. Since this was not done in our current implementation, the running time of the algorithm could be considerably decreased by implementing the circularity constraint enforcement in a parallel fashion. In addition, implementing the algorithm in a different programming language such as C ++ and optimizing the code would also be expected to dramatically improve the speed of the proposed method.
In summary, we proposed a machine-learning graph-based approach for segmentation of BMO points from SD-OCT volumes. After transferring the volumes to the radial domain, radial projection images were computed by segmenting the intraretinal surfaces. The projection images were processed using SWT in order to create the vessel-free images in which the blood vessels were significantly suppressed. An edge-based cost function was obtained from the gradient of vessel-free images to incorporate in a graphtheoretic approach for finding the 2D location of BMO points ( r, θ ).
The volumes were downsampled in the z -direction to achieve an isotropic grid (with the same size as the physical resolution) and an estimated 3D location of BMO points, ( r, z, θ ), were obtained by projecting the 2D coordinations onto the BM surface. An elliptical search region around each estimated location was considered to form a 3D tube from which the 3D BMO points were identified by looking for the minimum-cost path within the searching tube using dynamic programming. The cost function for finding the minimum-cost path was computed by inversing the likelihood map generated by a RF classifier based on the resemblance of each point inside the searching tube to the BMO intensity models. Once the BMO points were identified, a similar approach as used to find the BMO path within the downsampled volume was utilized to refine the z -values such that the 3D coordinates of BMO points in image resolution were obtained.
This genuine 3D segmentation method enabled more accurate identification of BMO points which results in more precise computation of BMO-MRW measure and consequently, more accurate diagnosis of glaucoma. 
A2. Segmenting BMO 2D path
In order to identify the minimum-cost 2D BMO path, a graphtheoretic approach proposed by Song et al. (2013) is utilized. This approach, is an extension to the method proposed by Garvin et al. (2009) that enables us to constrain the geometry of the boundary of interest based on prior shape information of the boundary. For instance, as mentioned in Section 2.1 , it is known that in the radial projection image, the BMO boundary is very smooth across slices with minimal changes in the r -direction. This shape-prior knowledge was enforced as a soft smoothness constraint along with the hard smoothness constraints ( Song et al., 2013 ) .
More specifically, consider a 2D image I ( r, θ ) of size R × in the radial domain and the 2D BMO boundary B(θ ) as a function of θ that maps each θ -value to its corresponding r -value. In addition, assume that the function intersects with each column (each θ ) once (at r ) and the function uses a two-neighbor relationship. Two types of constraints are applied to the neighboring columns, the hard smoothness constraint and the shape-prior ( soft smoothness) constraints. The hard smoothness constraint for a pair of neighboring columns ( θ 1 , θ 2 ) in the θ -direction can be written as below − r ≤ B(θ 1 ) − B(θ 2 ) ≤ r , (A.3) where r is the maximum allowed change of r between two neighboring columns. In order to incorporate the shape prior information, in addition to hard smoothness constraints, the deviation from the expected shape inside the allowed constraint is penalized as well ( Song et al., 2013 ) . A convex function f ( h ) penalizes the cost of the boundary if the change of the boundary is deviated from its expected shape. Specifically, for any pair of neighboring columns (identified by N c ) such as ( θ 1 , θ 2 ) on boundary B, if the expected shape change of boundary B between ( θ 1 , θ 2 ) is m (θ 1 ,θ 2 ) the cost of the shape term can be written as:
Here, m (θ 1 ,θ 2 ) = 0 as we expect to have very smooth BMO boundary with minimal change between neighboring columns. The penalizing function f needs to be a convex function for which a quadratic function is chosen. The total cost of finding the initial 2D BMO boundary B consists of both edge-based and shape prior cost functions which can be expressed as follows:
C B = C edge + αC shape .
(A.5)
The coefficient α determines the impact of shape prior cost function with respect to the edge-based cost function. Using a training set, the parameter α was set to 0.7 in this study. The optimal boundary can be found by computing the maxflow/min-cut in the arc-weighted graph as in Song et al. (2013) .
